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PERSONAL AND COMMUNITY HEALTH. By C. E. Turner. C. V.
Mosby Co., St. Louis. Fifth Ed., 1939, pp. 652. $3.
In this book, planned for the various college-level groups, the author
presents in a comprehensive manner a vast amount of information concerning
personal and community health. Anatomy, physiology, and other underlying
sciences are discussed sufficiently to clarify and support the health teaching.
The book is well illustrated and is written in a manner to arouse and hold the
interest of the reader.
Emphasis is placed on the normal condition of the body and how to main-
tain this condition. "Your health depends, not upon what you know, but
upon what you do." The concept of health-complete physical fitness-is
considered in terms extending beyond the proper functioning of the organs
of the body to include a sound and efficient mind and wholesome emotions.
"The desire for a feeling of personal worth is, perhaps, the most important
driving force in our lives. Health helps us to attain this end through making
possible a higher quality of service." But as Sedgwick once said, quoted by
the author, the sound mind and the sound body are unavailing for the con-
duct of normal living unless the environment is healthful. Half of the book
deals with the science of disease prevention and community health services.
For the convenience of the instructor and the student, the appendix contains
a detailed report of a committee of the American Public Health Association
dealing with important public health facts regarding the more common com-
municable diseases. IRA V. HISCOCK.
OF ANTS AND MEN. By Caryl P. Haskins. Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
New York. 1939, pp. vii + 244. $2.75.
The jacket of this book bears the legend "A Scientific Book Club Selec-
tion." This suggests that the content was designed for the one unfamiliar
with, or at least not an authority on, the subjects of either ants or men. Of
such is the reviewer, and, however much the myrmecologist may derive from
a perusal, to the uninitiate the story unfolded awakens two distinct reactions,
amazement and a sense of humility.
The facts stated and the phenomena described are in themselves striking;
often so striking that one begins to wonder if fancy is not crowding fact, if
interpretation is not aligning facts rather than being directed by them, if
observation has not become subservient to philosophy. And yet, there can
be no reason-except a general disbelief in the miraculous-for harboring a
doubt, for surely the author gives due warning when he departs from a fac-
tual foundation for the speculative. But the greatest shock comes not from
the facts themselves; it derives from a realization that a coordinated body of
knowledge about the so often termed "pesky nuisances" may lead man to
know more about man than can a study of man himself-of his past, his